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This paper traces the development of the laws of pat 'akum, the rabbinic prohibition on Gentile bread, in medieval Ashkenaz from the beginning of the eleventh century through the end of the Tosafist period. Compliance with this prohibition, originally instituted as an added barrier against intermarriage, became increasingly more difficult in a period when Jewish bread was generally unavailable. The story of pat 'akum is that of an ever expanding allowance in both common practice and halakhic theory. In this paper, the course of the heter is followed first in Germany and then in France. Though German and French Jewry constituted essentially one community, they show marked differences with regard to pat 'akum. In Germany, the radical allowance was reached only through a progressive development; in France, the prohibition seems never to have been widely observed.

Alongside the majority who accepted the heter, there persevered throughout the period a recognizable minority who maintained the prohibition. This quest for maximal religious observance was recognized as meritorious by the rabbinic authorities, but only when it did not implicitly criticize the actions of others. A number of rulings demonstrate how the cohesiveness of Jewish society could have been threatened by the coexistence of two customs regarding the permissability of Gentile bread.

Vestiges of the prohibition were retained even among the majority who ate Gentile bread. The linguistic stigma attached to Gentile bread, the hesitation regarding the recitation of blessings over it and the surfacing of the prohibition during periods of special piety all demonstrate that Ashkenazic Jewry never lost consciousness of the prohibition.

A tradition of partial allowance of pat 'akum by means of
II

Jewish assistance continued throughout the period. But Jewish participation in the baking process underwent progressive devolution until it became almost unrecognizable. The final triumph of the heter of pat 'akum was achieved when even those who had adopted the more stringent custom found themselves, for all practical purposes, eating Gentile bread.
The story of pat 'akum, the rabbinic prohibition on Gentile bread, as it unfolded in medieval France and Germany is not marked by decisive doctrinal developments or interpretational creativity. The halakhic mechanics underlying the ever expanding allowance (heter) constitute, however, only one aspect of the account. Hidden between the lines is the larger story of the conflicting forces which shaped the development of the allowance. Practical considerations - the centrality of bread in the medieval diet and the unavailability of Jewish bread - are pitted against canonized texts and a genuine desire to follow their dictates. Accompanying the radically lenient rulings is a persistent doubt as to their validity, creating tensions which left their imprint on halakhah. Alongside the majority who accepted the heter, there persevered a minority who maintained the prohibition. And though this quest for maximal religious observance was in itself commendable, it nevertheless posed to the halakhists the threat of a breach in communal solidarity.

It is these opposing tendencies and the attempts at their resolution which lie beneath the simple catalogue of rulings and form the story of pat 'akum. We shall first review the development of pat 'akum in the Talmudic period and examine aspects of medieval realia, before approaching our primary concern - the history of pat 'akum in Ashkenaz from the beginning of the eleventh century through the period of the Tosafists. After tracing the general pattern of the heter in Germany and in France, we shall discuss some specific problems arising from common practice. We shall reveal ambiguities and contradictions which, while perhaps obscuring the clarity of the doctrines of pat 'akum, shed light on the conditions of Ashkenazic Jewry, within which the laws of pat 'akum developed.

The prohibition of pat 'akum is already mentioned in the Mishnah and is included among the eighteen decrees agreed
upon by the schools of Shammai and Hillel. The injunction of Gentile bread was part of a general program aiming at the segregation of Jewish and non-Jewish society. Formally the prohibition was instituted to prevent intermarriage, though historically it emerged as an extension of the prohibition on Gentile wine. The significance of bread in daily life made it the target of rabbinic prohibition. But the very fact that bread was a daily requirement made the prohibition difficult if not impossible to abide by. This inherent problem accompanied the prohibition almost from the time of its inception.

The Talmud cites statements to the effect that R. Judah ha-Nasi permitted pat 'akum, at least in certain circumstances. From the Talmudic discussion, however, it would appear that these reports were based on a misunderstanding and that the lenient position was rejected. When R. Judah II was approached two generations later to permit pat 'akum, he declined; his reason being that he had already been involved in a number of lenient rulings and was afraid for the reputation of the court he headed. In the later Amoraic period, a bifurcation in the development of the prohibition appeared. In Erez Israel, pat 'akum was included among a group of disregarded laws: The Talmud Yerushalmi explains that Gentile bread really ought to be prohibited even in a place where the bread of a Jew is unavailable. Because, however, bread is so essential a food, the prohibition was disregarded in places where pat 'akum was the only bread to be found. This allowance may have been limited to the bread purchased from a professional baker. The status of the disregarded laws—whether they were officially repealed or only overlooked by the authorities—is unclear. In Babylonia, however, the prohibition remained in force, though in actual practice a certain leniency may have developed. The Talmud Bavli reports that Aivo ate pat 'akum, evoking the disapproval
and condemnation of his contemporaries.  

Such was the situation in Ereẓ Israel and Babylonia in the Talmudic period. Notwithstanding the fact that Jews lived in sizable communities, they were not always able to provide fully for their own daily needs of bread; the prohibition became one with which many people could not comply. When we move to medieval Europe, with its far smaller Jewish communities and more limited occupational opportunities, one can easily imagine how these difficulties intensified. R. Isaac Alfasi, the Spanish authority, cites the lenient position of the Yerushalmi and apparently rules accordingly. Maimonides mentions that there are places where leniency is practiced regarding the bread of a non-Jewish baker where a Jewish baker is not to be found. In his commentary to the Mishnah, he refers to this practice as the custom of the Jews of Spain. It is significant that this lenient custom evoked no expression of shock on the part of Spain's two leading authorities. There is none of the lengthy soul searching, which, as we shall see, will characterize the reaction of the scholars of France and Germany to the very same practice in their own countries. This lack of surprise in Spain may be due to the fact that in Spain far graver injunctions were being violated and the minor infraction of eating pat 'akum did not evoke concern. Or it may be the result of an intellectual approach according to which discordant texts need not be resolved and a ruling may be issued in accordance with a single text. Indeed, both factors may have been operative. In France and Germany, where even the slightest violation was not ignored, the eating of Gentile bread had to be justified. With the dialectical approach to halakhic texts at its height in the Tosafist schools, the sources which implied an injunction could not be discarded. It is to Ashkenaz that we now turn our attention.

In the Middle Ages, bread was baked in one of three ways.
First, many people baked their bread in their own homes. This was particularly common in rural areas but was the case even in the growing urban centers, especially among the lower classes. Second, a communal oven, the *furnum*, was available to all. The dough would be kneaded at home and brought to the *furnum* to be baked. Setting up an oven involved considerable expense and therefore such establishments from the very outset were undertaken only by the wealthy. With the growth of seigneurial power, the right to set up and operate an oven developed into a feudal privilege. The ban on the *furnum* limited the number of ovens in the community and gradually became a feudal abuse.

With the growth of the cities, the professional baker emerged as the third source of baked goods. The baker would prepare the dough, bake it and sell the finished product to his customers. By the thirteenth century, bakers had already organized guilds. Governments intervened early, regulating relations between the bakers and the cities. For example, the loaves had to be sold at prescribed weights and set prices, with identifying seals placed on the loaves to insure compliance with the law. Numerous other regulations were instituted regarding both the production and the sale of bread.

All three options were open to Jews as well. The rabbinic evidence indicates, however, that the Jews of northern France and Germany did not bake much bread at home. Of course, the preoccupation of the literature with Gentile baking proves nothing, since the halakhic problem of pat 'akum did not arise with regard to Jewish baking. Yet questions regarding the preparation of food in the Jewish home did come up when non-Jewish servants were involved. The silence in the sources on the potential question of pat 'akum concerning the baking of Gentile domestic servants strongly indicates that bread was baked generally outside of the home.
Were there then Jewish bakers from whom pat yisrael could be purchased? At the outset of our period, though we find communal ovens in the hands of Jews, there is no explicit mention of Jewish bakers. This evidence, however, is largely self-selecting, because mostly the references to Jewish-owned ovens are connected with the profits earned on the Sabbath, a time when of course no Jew would himself bake. By the end of the twelfth century, to be sure, there are explicit statements that Jewish bakers are not to be found and this situation was indeed the foundation of the heter of Gentile bread. Whether there were Jewish bakers in the earlier period or not, it is clear that Ashkenazic Jewry did not long remain self-sufficient with regard to the production of bread.

The first document on pat 'akum in Ashkenaz is contemporaneous with the earliest halakhic literature of the region. Unlike Spain, Ashkenaz opens with a flat prohibition (issur). The text, a ruling of R. Gershom of Mainz, is not without its difficulties (it is not even clear how much of the text may be attributed to R. Gershom), but two salient facts emerge from the passage:

There are two important points in R. Gershom's position.
First, the prohibition of pat 'akum is still in effect. The possibility mentioned in the Talmud that R. Judah ha-Nasi revoked the prohibition is disregarded, and the view of R. Yoḥanan that the prohibition had not been revoked prevails.

The second significant point is R. Gershom's definition of pat 'akum and his distinction between פט של גרים and פט של ישראל שטאפו גוי. Bread, as it belongs to the larger category of foods in general, is included in the broad prohibition of bishul 'akum. The prohibition of bishul 'akum includes all foods cooked by a Gentile, regardless of whether the food belongs to the Jew or to the Gentile. The fact that the Gentile did the cooking creates the prohibition. But only when the food is cooked exclusively by the Gentile does the prohibition apply. If the Jew assists the Gentile in the cooking process, the food is permitted, since it is no longer considered bishul 'akum, but rather the cooking of a Jew.

The bread of a Gentile, however, is subject to a more specific prohibition, namely pat 'akum. Apparently the only criterion for the prohibition is the ownership of the bread at the time that it is baked. If the bread belongs to a Gentile, even if it is baked by a Jew, the prohibition of pat 'akum applies; certainly the mere assistance of the Jew in the baking process does not remove the prohibition.

Two principles, then, govern the status of bread baked by a Gentile: The bread of a Gentile, even if baked with the assistance of a Jew, is prohibited because of pat 'akum. The bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile alone is prohibited because of bishul 'akum. If a Jew assists in the baking the latter prohibition is removed. It is not clear what led R. Gershom to this distinction. The Talmud cites a ruling to the effect that the general prohibition of bishul 'akum applies only when the Gentile cooks the food from beginning to end. Assistance by a Jew removes the prohibition. The Talmud continues:
Although there are a number of variant readings to the passage, none necessitates the interpretation that the passage is dealing exclusively with the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile. The ruling that Jewish assistance removes the prohibition could just as well apply to bread owned by a Gentile. Perhaps R. Gershom was prompted by the separate listing in the Mishnah of bread (צָמֵץ) and cooked foods (שְׁלֹקָה), which would imply that pat 'akum is a distinct category and not just a particular instance of bishul 'akum. Consequently, pat 'akum may be governed by its own regulations. Later authorities who arrive at R. Gershom's position explicitly cite this line of reasoning.22 R. Gershom's doctrine was to enjoy a remarkable resiliency within the Ashkenazic tradition. After an eclipse of two centuries, it would reemerge at the end of our period.23

According to R. Gershom, then, the prohibition of pat 'akum was still in full effect. The ריבא passage could have been construed to allow a certain leeway, but R. Gershom precludes this option. A Jew may not purchase bread from a Gentile, even from a professional baker and even if the Jew contributed to the baking process. The impact of the ruling is unclear. How the ruling was applied would have depended on the state of the institution of professional baker, which was only then in its early stages of development. A Jew could, however, make use of a Gentile's furnum, or employ a Gentile in his own furnum, provided that the dough belong to the Jew and that he participate in the baking process.

Other than a vague echo of one aspect of R. Gershom's doctrine24, our sources from the generation after R. Gershom's testify to a significant change. A ruling of R. Isaac b. Judah of Mainz (Ribi), who may even have been a student of
R. Gershom, clearly reflects contemporary practice and indicates a shift away from the views of R. Gershom.

The situation described by Ribi is that of a professional baker who both prepares the dough and bakes the bread. He has special equipment to heat the water with which he will knead the dough. While the water must be warm, it was not brought to a boil.26 Ribi rules that the bread of a Gentile is permitted if the Jew participates in the baking. Whereas R. Gershom limited the effectiveness of Jewish assistance to the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile, Ribi extends it to the bread of a Gentile as well. According to Ribi there is no distinction between the prohibitions of pat and bishul 'akum. Both are still in effect and both lend themselves to a heter through assistance on the part of a Jew. The revolutionary position of Ribi, that even the bread of a Gentile is permitted when baked with Jewish assistance, will never again be doubted, although its theoretical underpinning will be questioned. The issue from now on will only be defining what is meant by assistance on the part of a Jew. Significantly, Ribi opens with a liberal interpretation; throwing sticks into the fire is considered sufficient. The Talmudic support for such a view is dubious, but the practice will go unquestioned for generations until it is re-examined by the Tosafists. When compared with the degree of Jewish partici-
pation required by the end of our period, Ribi may even be considered to be demanding.  

Not only does Ribi rule out R. Gershom's injunction, but he forfends other objections as well. Permitting the bread of a Gentile raises a second question: is the bread kosher? Not only non-kosher ingredients, but even utensils that were used for non-kosher foods would render the food unfit through the prohibition of gi'ulei 'akum. Ribi rules that this prohibition does not apply here because the baker uses a special utensil to heat the water; moreover, it is not brought to a boil. The concern about gi'ulei 'akum will prove to be more intractable than the prohibition of Gentile bread and will only be resolved by R. Jacob Tam. In the eleventh century, it is still the Gentile's bread, rather than his baking, which is deemed most problematic. Even after R. Gershom's outright issur was swept away, restrictions due to questionable ingredients or utensils lingered. By the end of our period, however, when a far wider heter will already have been accepted, greater allowances will be granted to Gentile bread than to the bread belonging to a Jew baked by a Gentile.  

Ribi's ruling still barred the employment of a Gentile baker without Jewish participation. It did, however, free the Jew from the task of preparing the dough. Considering the work involved in the preparation of the dough, this would appear to be a weighty concession. Even if the Jew were fortunate enough to have domestic servants, these could now be employed in less time-consuming chores, while dough was obtained from a Gentile baker.  

There is a second passage in the eleventh century literature which deals with pat 'akum. This anonymous passage, which follows the position of Ribi and has even been attributed to him, reads thus:
This text deals with the operator of a *furnum* who bakes both the dough brought to him by his customers and dough which he prepares himself. Due to the large size of the oven, customers who would bring their own dough to be baked would mark their loaves for purposes of identification.

Although one important line of the text is enigmatic, the author's general position is clear. He regards the practical problem of Gentile bread as that of non-kosher foods, rather than the prohibition of pat 'akum. The bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile is permitted, provided that the Jew assist in the baking. The dough of a Gentile would also be permitted with a similar proviso. Other factors, however, such as the ingredients and the utensils, may render the Gentile's dough unfit. If indeed proper supervision is maintained while the Gentile prepares his dough, then the bread of a Gentile baked with Jewish assistance would be permitted. Our author accepts the lenient ruling of Ribi, but his requirement of direct supervision over the preparation of the dough would diminish the benefits to be derived from employing a Gentile baker.

A third reference to pat 'akum in the eleventh century collections is found in *Sefer ha-Pardes*.
אם, אלא פלס, ישראל. אמר, ר' חלבי אפי', לאן דמתה, יאני
אלא בקטן, עליכם פריך ישראל وكאל אחרים פריך ישראל.
אמר ר', נ כת אפי', לאן דמת התוכר, אמר של ארמאי"ה"ל בת"ש
בכתיי. אמר ר', אריי מכתות ראכלי אקרי רמה.
ולא ייבא אנא אתו דאמר, לא מתערכ הביא אגיע
חלבו אפי' לא אם דמיי. אוסר
ר' נתן אפי', לא מכתות ראכלי אקרי רמה.
אמר אמר ר', אוך קא מתערכו אפי' לא
שניה ארמאי אוכל לאו חיסר דיור בך חמש בתים המדרש של
ידבר לאריאב.
ינאר"ם אפי', סיבור בוכ וער פדומת רדיאב
שפיי דמי, בוכ המרי אתי רימת שבירה בוכ ער פדומת
ראו ארמאי ישראל ודאי רופי, סיבור בוכ וער פדומת
אריאב רותה בת"ש מותר. אתי רימת שבירה בוכ ער פדומת
יאל אריאב עד שישירא ע"ס עבורי בשיאה ли לא רימת
יאליי יוביר מכיל את"ש כדי לא שומק כלב כי עלים
שלא ישראל בוכ ע"ס שבירי אריאב ע"ס רימת את"ש שבירא
בוד הפורי וכלל מוסר והתקדשתו הרית אחד ואוכל
תפיי, י"ו שכר מבר לאריאב ולהקייבן כמו השעיין.

This passage, too, is recorded anonymously. It is composed
essentially of three sections- the heter of the Yerushalmi,
the discussion in the Bavli concerning R. Judah's position on
pat 'akum, and the question of Jewish assistance. Starting
with the last section, we may immediately note the replay of
Ribi's position. Jewish assistance is effective even with
regard to the bread of a Gentile. The more vexing problem
concerns the ingredients added to the dough, so that even
the dough of a Jew that is kneaded by a Gentile requires super-
vision. The concluding line of the passage is significant.
There is an admission that the high standard of supervision
is not being maintained by all. Moreover, though there is a
recognition that the concern about non-kosher ingredients is
a special stringency going beyond the normal requirements of
the law, there is also an implied criticism of those who are
lenient.

The first section of this passage introduces a new element,
the Yerushalmi statement according to which the prohibition
of pat 'akum was revoked or at least disregarded. There is
no attempt to integrate this section within the passage as a
whole, and it may be only a later gloss. It is possible that
attention was drawn to this fragment already in the eleventh
century; the discordant text was registered, although its resolution was not attempted. Its contents certainly would not have been unwelcome to many in the Ashkenazic community.

We may best enter the twelfth century through the writings of a central German Tosafist, whose discussion, while constituting a new stage in the development of pat 'akum, also enables us to check our analysis of the eleventh century. In a lengthy passage, R. Eliezer b. Nathan (Raban) writes:

The prevalent custom in early twelfth century Germany is clearly stated. Even the bread of a Gentile was eaten provided that the Jew assists in the baking of the bread. This is not regarded as a recent innovation; rather it is perceived as an old practice which had already received the approval of previous generations of rabbinic authorities.
Though the doctrine of Ribi seems to have been dominant in the eleventh century, and had its adherents even in the twelfth century, Raban reverts to the position of R. Gershom. The Talmudic regulation concerning Jewish assistance refers only to the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile, which is prohibited only because of bishul 'akum. Gentile bread, however, constitutes a separate prohibition, pat 'akum, for which Jewish assistance is ineffective. But with the discovery of the Yerushalmi passage, a loophole in R. Gershom's uncompromising issur could now be found. The Yerushalmi includes pat akum among the laws which were disregarded because of difficult circumstances. Exactly how Raban understood the relationship between the positions of the Bavli and Yerushalmi is not clear. On the one hand, pat 'akum is one of the eighteen decrees that can not be repealed; on the other hand, its inclusion in the class of הלכות של עמעום renders it inoperative. At the most, however, the Yerushalmi's allowance removes the specific prohibition of pat 'akum. To remove the general prohibition of bishul 'akum participation by the Jew is necessary.

Raban's allowance went no further than that of Ribi. Both permitted the bread of a Gentile baked with Jewish assistance. Raban's accomplishment was to neutralize the position of R. Gershom by citing the recently introduced Yerushalmi text. In one stroke, both common practice and ancient tradition were justified.

A means of permitting Gentile bread without resorting to the Yerushalmi heter is also suggested by Raban. He argues that only the bread of a Gentile is prohibited; the dough he prepares is permitted. If a Jew purchases the Gentile's dough and puts an identifying mark on it, or even without marking the dough, specifies which loaf he will take once the dough is baked, the bread is not considered pat 'akum and is permitted if the Jew participates in the baking. This
plausible commercial solution may well have been a customary practice in the earlier period. By the time of Raban, however, the prevalent custom was to purchase the bread after it was baked. Significantly, concern about the ingredients and the utensils that the baker uses is not expressed; there is no echo of the words of the Pardes. The battle for close supervision over the baker has been lost.

Let us summarize the development of pat 'akum in Germany through the beginning of the twelfth century. The eleventh century opened with an outright issur on pat 'akum; a Gentile could, however, bake the dough of a Jew. The degree of compliance with this injunction of R. Gershom is uncertain. We do know that, by the next generation, Gentile bread baked with Jewish assistance was being eaten. The practice was justified through Ribi's new doctrine which erased the distinction between Gentile and Jewish bread and established the presence or absence of Jewish assistance as the only criterion for the prohibition of pat 'akum. The Gentile baker could now not only bake the bread for the Jew but prepare dough for him as well. The strongest opposition to Ribi's doctrine arose not from a concern for pat 'akum, but from a suspicion of non-kosher ingredients. The new allowance of Gentile bakers initially led to a concern that the bread be free from non-kosher ingredients and that proper supervision be maintained. By the twelfth century, the fear of non-kosher ingredients had diminished, and Gentile bakers were more freely used. The remaining objection, the old doctrine of R. Gershom, disappeared with the penetration of the Yerushalmi heter. But even Raban required Jewish participation in the baking process. The sweeping potential of the heter inherent in the Yerushalmi had yet to make itself felt.

The common practice to which Raban attests went only as far as to permit the bread of a Gentile baked with Jewish assistance. The possibility of permitting pat 'akum outright
was specifically ruled out. A ruling of R. Shemaryah b. Mordecai of Speyers confirms our conclusions regarding the limited nature of the heter on Gentile bread in the first half of the twelfth century and breaks the ground for a more radical allowance.

R. Shemaryah addresses the problem facing the Jewish traveler. When at home, a Jew could prepare dough in his own house, bring it to the local oven and assist the Gentile in the baking. This option was highly impractical for the traveler. Even assisting the Gentile in the baking of the Gentile's dough would present difficulties for one who is on the road and anxious to continue his journey.35 Significant then is the position of R. Shemaryah who ruled that pat 'akum may be eaten by a traveler.

רבי שמעיה בנו מאורי מצאתי שתחנן רבינו שמעיה פת של ערב וכבッシ לא מיהל רוח הלשון והשם בכרך, וטרקἡ נביה ראיה התייחס דברנוظاهرة האמצעים דמאי, ראה האכסניות רמאי ראה"פ יש בו אסיור רצון.

R. Shemaryah compares the prohibition of pat 'akum to that of demai which according to the Mishnah is relaxed for the traveler. This analogy is noteworthy. Demai is not treated as a bona fide forbidden food because of its unique status—a stringency applied where a suspicion exists that tithes have not been properly removed, despite the fact that most people do, in fact, remove them. Certainly, R. Shemaryah does not intend to extend the peculiar leniency of demai to all rabbinic prohibitions; he refers only to pat 'akum. Later, R. Isaac of Dampierre (Ri) will utilize this same comparison to permit the taste (ta'am) of pat 'akum within a mixture.37 R. Shemaryah's ruling does not represent a novel theoretical reinterpretation of the prohibition of pat 'akum, according to which pat 'akum is not considered a bona fide forbidden food. Rather, R. Shemaryah's ruling as well as the later position of Ri seem to be ad hoc allowances, which betray the attitude that pat 'akum in practice can no longer be treated
like other prohibitions. R. Shemaryah rules, at least with regard to a traveler, that a heter for pat 'akum must be found.38

During this period, the middle of the twelfth century, a fierce controversy broke out among the authorities of Germany.39 Though the dispute did not involve the question of pat 'akum per se, it did affect the practical benefits to be derived from the Gentile baker. Once again those who prohibited Gentile bread were concerned with the ingredients in the dough. The bakers of Germany were accustomed to leaven the dough with the dregs of wine.40 According to the Talmud, the dregs of wine of a Gentile are permitted after twelve months, because after such a period of time they are desiccated and there is no longer any prohibition of Gentile wine.41 R. Ephraim of Regensburg reasoned that since the German bakers dried the dregs of their wine in their ovens before using them to leaven the dough, there should be no prohibition. R. Ephraim permitted the bread prepared with such leavening agents. At a later stage of the controversy, he went so far as to permit fresh dregs that were not dried. These allowances met the stiff opposition of the scholars of Speyers, including R. Shemaryah. When they could not prevail upon R. Ephraim to retract his ruling, they sent for support to R. Tam in France, who replied with an unsparing attack on R. Ephraim. R. Ephraim then sought in vain the support of his student R. Joel b. Isaac ha-Levi of Bonn who sided with the rabbis of Speyers as well.

When R. Ephraim permitted the bread of a Gentile baker who leavened the dough with the dregs of wine, none of the disputants raised the question of pat 'akum. There is no reason to assume that the lack of reference to pat 'akum reflects a new position; the allowance granted by R. Ephraim was thus limited to bread baked with Jewish assistance.42 The German rabbis, however, were unanimous in their opposition
to R. Ephraim's ruling. Regardless of the difficulty, the isur on bread leavened with the dregs of Gentile wine was maintained. The theoretical allowance concerning Gentile bread baked with Jewish assistance, generally accepted since the days of Ribi, must have been significantly limited in actual practice as a result of the special procedure of many German bakers.

II

In Germany, by the middle of the twelfth century, the severity of R. Gershom's doctrine had been softened. The initial fear of Gentile dough had been overcome. An opening wedge to a wider allowance had been introduced by R. Shemaryah's ruling. Yet the prohibition of pat 'akum was a living injunction. When we turn our attention to France, we find its common practice unlike that of Germany. Though the earliest literature is enigmatic, when France does begin to speak clearly about pat 'akum, it assumes the eating of pat 'akum without any limitations as the general custom. We may indeed question whether northern French Jewry ever maintained a prohibition on pat 'akum. This would be significant since through the eleventh century, France and Germany are substantially one Jewish community and we do not expect different religious practices. Even if we were to conclude that the widespread lenient practice only slightly predates the earliest allusion to it, we would encounter a striking phenomenon. For already from the time that the lenient custom is first mentioned, nobody recalls any period in which pat 'akum was prohibited. The French Tosafists assume that their situation had not changed since Talmudic days. Whether accurate or not, the assumption that France had always enjoyed a heter of pat 'akum had a profound effect on the Tosafists when they first began to reflect on the problem.
Our earliest source in France is Rashi, but unfortunately he does not clarify his position on pat 'akum. The relevant portions in his commentary are sparing, the only significant expansion comes with regard to the question of minimal Jewish assistance. In the commentary of Rashbam dictated to him by Rashi there is an apparent reference to the contemporary practice of throwing a stick into the fire or stirring the fire with a poker.44

More important is the testimony that Rashi himself did not refrain from eating Gentile bread. Whether or not Rashi required Jewish assistance is not clear. The only question discussed is the permissability of Gentile dough from the viewpoint of the utensils used in its preparation; two approaches to the problem of gi'ulei 'akum are reported.45 On the subject of pat 'akum, however, there is silence. According to a minimalist interpretation, Rashi would insist on Jewish participation. In that case, he went no further than his teacher Ribi. It is possible, however, that Rashi's discussion refers to real pat 'akum baked without any Jewish assistance. A second ruling of Rashi adds to our suspicion that already in his time the prohibition of pat 'akum was no longer observed by all and that this practice had his tacit approval.46

While the custom of eleventh century French Jewry and the position of its leading authority are uncertain, as we move into the twelfth century all doubts are dispelled. Wide segments of the Jewish population are eating pat 'akum. This leniency is not confined to the common people. Even members of the religious and intellectual elite are consuming pat 'akum. For the following ruling is reported in the name of R. Samuel b. Meir (Rashbam):

שמתי בשם רבינו שמי'אלה אמר שאמ שאמ שאני, קנין א setOpen
אכלו עבורה ירימון, את להבע נזיר מתם סל נ.pipeline, אלא מתמט
אונת נזיר, את להבע שארא סלנא או לתחם סלנא מתוני
כון: שאמ שאני'אלה נזיר סלנא מתם, מתמרו, זו טמא.
This is the earliest explicit reference to people who eat pat 'akum. The more stringent practice of refraining from eating pat 'akum is observed by some. This abstention is not to be construed as evidence of a transition period from issur to heter. As we shall see, though the lenient custom was to be dominant for the duration of our period, there would always be a conspicuous minority who did not accept the allowance. The communal problem which could arise from such a situation already presents itself in Rashbam's ruling. Rashbam rules that those who refrain from eating pat 'akum may join with those who do not for zimmun to say Grace together after the meal. From his analysis, it is clear that Rashbam did not consider those who eat pat 'akum as violators of the law. He compares pat 'akum to terumah which priests may eat while others may not, rather than tevel which is prohibited to all. Rashbam must consider pat 'akum to be basically permitted.

The allowance was not limited to the periphery of Jewish society. Rashbam himself, together with his brother R. Tam, are reported to have eaten pat 'akum. The discussion deals with bread, whose dough was kneaded with eggs, which raised a number of halakhic questions:

The reference to מִי שָׁאִיגָה נֹהֶר מַפָּה שָׁל שָׁל יַעֲבוֹר מִזֹּה אֵין חָרָךְ מִי further evidence that many ate pat 'akum and that others did not. Most significant is the fact that Rasbam and R. Tam were included among those who ate pat 'akum. Indeed, we should expect that the tale of pat 'akum would now come to a close,
since the allowance had already penetrated the highest circles of religious leadership. The remarkable thing is that the story continues.

Not only did Rashbam and R. Tam accept and adopt an allowance concerning the prohibition of pat 'akum, but the legal as well as the emotional reservations concerning Gentile dough were no longer operative either. Regarding gi'ulei 'akum, R. Tam resurrected what seems to have been the earlier position of Rashi, according to which Gentiles' utensils may be presumed not to have been used since the previous day. In this particular case, the eggs added to the dough introduced multiple possibilities of issur, all of which were countered by R. Tam.

Now that we have assembled the data from the twelfth century, we may ask again whether the lenient practice of eating pat 'akum was newly introduced or whether it was an old tradition. Though the evidence concerning Rashi is ambiguous, nothing precludes the possibility that the eating of pat 'akum was already widespread in his time. When Rashbam first alludes to those who eat pat 'akum, the allowance is an established and accepted fact. To be sure, circumstances in the twelfth century would tend to strengthen reliance on Gentile bakers. If a sizable number of Jewish bakers had ever existed, the ban on the furrum and the growth of the bakers' guilds in the twelfth century would tend to diminish their numbers. When the heter is first formulated, it is predicated on the assumption that Jewish bakers were generally not to be found. The pressure, particularly on the Jewish traveler is recognized. Yet, the common practice permitting pat 'akum can not be ascribed to the growing pressure of the twelfth century alone. What is unique to the northern French allowance is that from the very beginning it was not confined to situations where pat yisrael was unavailable. Though Jewish bakers were not to be found, the communal oven was
still in use and the Jew could assist the Gentile operator. Indeed those who refrained from eating pat 'akum must have practiced such an arrangement. The cumulative evidence suggests that the prevailing custom was not due to dire circumstances alone; it may have been in accordance with an ancient tradition predating any of our sources or simply a matter of convenience. In any case, the injunction on pat 'akum seems never to have been widely observed in France.

We should not be surprised that a practice which contradicts an explicit Talmudic dictum should pass unnoticed and uncriticized in the earlier literature. It was only in the twelfth century, with the development of the Tosafist schools, that a systematic effort was made to harmonize all practices with Talmudic regulations. Limiting ourselves to the area of pat 'akum, we may mention the old custom of throwing a splinter of wood into the fire. Only in the twelfth century is it analyzed in the light of the Talmudic requirements of assistance and is an attempt made to give it a solid foundation. So too, the radical allowance concerning pat 'akum may have significantly preceded the first reflections concerning its validity.

The Tosafists recognized the problem facing them and scoured Talmudic literature for precedent and justification of what they correctly perceived as a practice contradicting the apparent meaning of the Talmud. It is to R. Tam and to Ri that the heter of pat 'akum is attributed. The heter may be found in the works of a number of Ri's students. Only in one is the name of R. Tam mentioned and even there it is unclear how much of the passage may be attributed to him. Though R. Tam was certainly involved in the formulation of the heter, we can safely attribute the bulk of the material only to the school of Dampierre. R. Judah Sir Leon of Paris, a student of Ri, reports the following version:
ר' יוחנן אף על פי לרבי יוחנן, אף על פי למותר לא יותר מהר"א
ויש להתרין לɚ ר' יוחנן, אף על פי למותר לא יותר מהר"א
ובשאר המילים שלם שלום אף על אף החרב, א"ל ר' חננאל
:
R. Tam's initial thrust is unpersuasive: The mistaken view found in the Talmud that R. Judah ha-Nasi revoked the prohibition is not totally erroneous, and may therefore be relied upon in the case of a rabbinic prohibition. This tenuous argument was rejected by R. Samson of Sens, who admitted that no heter is possible according to the Babylonian Talmud.

The first substantial argument is the citation of the Yerushalmi passage which expressly permits the eating of pat 'akum in places where pat 'israel is unavailable. We
have already come across this passage in the ruling of Raban, but note how different is the utilization of the passage by the French Tosafists. Raban permitted Gentile bread baked with Jewish assistance. According to Raban, Gentile bread is included in both the general prohibition of bishul 'akum and the more specific prohibition of pat 'akum. Only the latter was surpressed according to the Yerushalmi, while the former remained in force, only to be removed through Jewish participation. The Tosafists derived from the Yerushalmi an outright heter of pat 'akum. Here the Tosafists took advantage of a novel distinction of R. Tam: cooking and baking were now regarded as two distinct activities. Bishul 'akum enjoins cooked foods while pat 'akum prohibits baked goods. This doctrine apparently originated within the context of an entirely different problem—whether baking is to be considered a type of cooking for the purpose of eruv tavshillin. R. Tam applied his distinction between cooking and baking to the question of the relationship between bishul and pat 'akum. Bishul 'akum, which is the earlier of the two prohibitions, includes only items cooked but not those baked. Pat 'akum is a later enactment prohibiting Gentile bread as well. With this doctrine, the Tosafists could utilize the Yerushalmi heter to a far greater extent than could Raban. With the prohibition of pat 'akum removed, the problem of bishul 'akum no longer remained to be overcome.

The Yerushalmi passage, however, has only limited applicability, since it expressly stipulates that the heter is valid only in a place where pat yisrael is not to be found. But Gentile bread was eaten in northern France even in places where pat yisrael is available. A more radical argument was necessary to justify this practice. Instead of basing the heter merely on the revocation of the practice that was once in force, it was argued that the prohibition never went into effect in certain areas. Here the Tosafists could benefit
from their wider scope of texts and their collective memory. Whereas Raban had a single citation from the Jerusalem Talmud, the Tosafists had a full literature on the subject. They could draw on the distinction, found elsewhere in the Yerushalmi, between places where it was customary to refrain from eating pat 'akum and those where it was not. The prohibition, then, depends on custom. This conclusion was correlated with the attempt made to permit pat 'akum associated with R. Judah II reported in the Bavli. Had the prohibition spread throughout all, or at least a majority, of Israel, it could not have been repealed in any case, and R. Judah would not have declined to issue a ruling merely on the extraneous grounds that he feared developing a reputation as heading a lenient court. The question then arises where had the prohibition been accepted and where not. The French Tosafists could justifiably perceive themselves as part of theרוב שלاخ איסור; they believe that pat 'akum had always been eaten in France. Raban knew that in Germany the prohibition had been observed. Memories, whether accurate or not, can determine the scope and relevance of certain texts.

One additional proof text cited by R. Judah of Paris to permit pat 'akum remains to be discussed. He quotes the record of the different practices of the Jews in Babylonia and those in Erez Israel, which is widely cited in the literature on pat 'akum, but its citation in the present context is puzzling. The Babylonian custom required Jewish participation, only broadening the definition to include the throwing of a splinter of wood into the fire. The Jews of Erez Israel permitted pat 'akum only to one who has already fasted a day or two. Neither practice appears to support the French allowance which R. Judah is trying to justify, namely, eating pat 'akum baked without Jewish assistance. To make matters worse, in another passage, R. Judah writes that the common practice, indeed, was to throw a splinter of wood into the fire, thereby permitting Gentile
bread. 61

We appear to be dealing with two separate customs which were practiced in the same community, both of which received rabbinic approbation. Some ate pat 'akum baked with no Jewish assistance, while others insisted on at least minimal Jewish participation. Why R. Judah refers to both local customs in the same breath remains enigmatic. More exact perhaps are the formulations of R. Judah's students, R. Moses of Coucy and R. Isaac of Vienna, who justify the eating of pat 'akum and continue:

Both permit pat 'akum. Even those who refrain from consuming pat 'akum may eat bread in whose baking the Jew participated, however minimally, i.e. if all he did was throw in a splinter of wood. They deal with these two practices as separate customs.

These are the arguments put forth to justify the prevailing practice: The injunction, where accepted, was revoked; in France it had never been accepted in the first place. After all the proofs, R. Judah is still unconvinced of the validity of his argumentation. Yet, he is willing to accept the heter. He ends with the only possible conclusion: 

With the school of Dampierre, the heter was firmly established. In the course of the thirteenth century, little was added concerning the allowance of Gentile bread. R. Moses of Coucy cites the heter on pat 'akum, following closely the R. Tam-Ri tradition. 64 R. Isaac of Corbeil records a restriction
on the heter suggested by others: Some authorities claimed that only if pat visrael is unavailable may pat 'akum be eaten, restricting the heter to that which is explicitly permitted in the Yerushalmi. The common practice, however, continued according to the more lenient ruling with no such restriction. With R. Isaac of Corbeil, to whom we shall have yet occasion to return, the Tosafist period in France drew to a close.

As we have seen, in France from the days of Rashbam (and most probably even earlier) down to the period of R. Isaac of Corbeil, a radical allowance of pat 'akum prevailed. In Germany the situation had been quite different. Raban testified to the common practice which required Jewish participation in the baking process. To be sure, in R. Shemaryah's relaxation of the law for Jewish travelers, the first sign of pressure on the observance of the prohibition is felt. Still, through the twelfth century the general injunction remained in force. By the beginning of the thirteenth century, the old Ashkenazic tradition had begun to weaken. R. Eliezer b. Joel ha-Levi (Rabyah) relates the following:

Rabyah reports on the widespread use of Gentile bread. Among those who eat pat 'akum are counted a number of "great people". As in France, the allowance was accepted even in the highest circles of religious leadership. Again, as in France, the lenient practice preceded the theoretical
justification. Rabyah has no tradition for the lenient practice. The argument from common practice is the ultimate rationalization. Rabyah enters into a lengthy discussion, attempting to establish a legal basis on which to construct a heter. His major innovation is to suggest that the practice could even be harmonized with the Bavli. The opinion cited that R. Judah ha-Nasi had revoked the prohibition was not a mistake, but a valid opinion. Rabyah bolsters his heter with the lenient Yerushalmi position according to which the prohibition depends on the custom of the community. For Rabyah, however, this merely indicates that in different communities different practices were observed. He does not share with his French counterparts the radical assertion that the prohibition had never been accepted among Ashkenazic Jews. Rabyah must have been aware that in the time of his grandfather, Raban, the injunction was still generally accepted in Germany. This might also explain Rabyah's view that one who is stringent on himself and refrains from eating pat 'akum ought to be praised, a commendation which we do not hear among the French Tosafists. Nevertheless, Rabyah rules that one who adopts the lenient position is also acting properly.

Despite the similarities, there does not appear to be a common tradition linking R. Tam to Rabyah. The widespread practice of eating pat 'akum may well have been a consequence of the general loosening of the old Ashkenazic traditions at the end of the twelfth century and the progressive pull of the French ways. But in the formulation of the heter, Rabyah specifically states that he is not working from an established tradition and certain deviations from the French Tosafist version occur. It was only R. Isaac 'Or Zarua who brought together the traditions of two of his teachers, R. Judah Sir Leon and Rabyah, uniting the French and German formulations. With R. Isaac 'Or Zaru'a the Germanic tradition on pat 'akum, as in many other areas of halakhah, came to an end. R. Isaac, following Rabyah, continues the
attempt to build a *heter* on the Bavli's discussion of the status of *pat 'akum*. The rest, however, follows the French intellectual tradition. He is oblivious to the old custom of refraining from eating *pat 'akum*, maintaining like the French Tosafists, that the prohibition had never spread to his community and therefore is in no need of revocation. Rabyah's qualification—ֶת ימיהו תקנוי—is no longer heard. Within one generation, the Ashkenazic tradition of a prohibition was forgotten. Apart from a lone dissenting voice raised against Rabyah by a certain R. Baruch, the mainstream of later German Tosafists followed the French tradition. 69 Both R. Mordecai b. Hillel and R. Asher b. Jehiel accept the *heter* based on the French Tosafist formulation. 70

The distinction between France and Germany thus disappeared. The long-standing allowance which prevailed in France was reached in Germany only through a progressive development. Gentile bread passed from total injunction, to partial allowance through Jewish assistance, to total allowance for Jewish travelers, and finally to the blanket allowance for all.

III

We have so far traced the story of *pat 'akum* simply in terms of *issur* and *heter*. In France and then later in Germany, Gentile bread was widely eaten and the practice was justified by the most eminent halakhists. But this presentation would do little justice to the larger story lying behind it. When we probe a bit more deeply, the decisiveness is overshadowed by hesitation, the clarity is clouded by confusion and even contradiction. The injunction, which in light of the development thus far presented ought to have died out completely, showed remarkable vitality. Though the prohibition in theory had never been accepted, in practice it was never completely
forgotten. It is to this large area of ambiguity to which we now turn our attention.

Throughout our period, in both France and Germany, from the opening days of the Tosafist period in Rasbam's time to those of the last great Tosafists in the German academies, we hear of people refraining from eating pat 'akum. Rashbam and R. Tam themselves ate pat 'akum while a recognizable minority of Jews persevered with the prohibition. Thereafter, there is a continuous series of references to people who go beyond the accepted standards of the rabbinic authorities and abstain from Gentile bread. It may be significant that these people are sometimes given the special designation פרושי. Who are these people who do not eat pat 'akum? Sefer Hasidim suggests that at least one known group, Hasidei Ashkenaz, did refrain from Gentile bread, but the stringent custom does not seem to have been limited to them. The sources imply that there existed a wider group united by this conscious observance of a higher level of religious practice with regard to pat 'akum.

The religious authorities, while recognizing the validity of aspirations for more meticulous religious observance, did all in their power to counter this religious stratification. The coexistence of two practices concerning such a staple food item as bread could wreak havoc to internal Jewish social relations. If one group of Jews eats pat 'akum, while another does not, the two groups would not be able to eat together, because of the precautions necessary to prevent mixing the two meals and the passing of even a taste from one to another. It would be bitter irony if social relations among Jews would break down on account of pat 'akum. An injunction intended to preserve solidarity against the non-Jewish world would become a source of divisiveness among Jews themselves. Moreover, due to their small size, the Ashkenazic communities would not be able to tolerate stratification; small communities cannot afford the luxury of a divided society. The need for cohesiveness was
all the more felt in a period of growing persecution. Religious elitism at the expense of Jewish solidarity could not be accepted.

The most serious consequence of division over the permissibility of Gentile bread is the inability of the two groups to eat together. Significant then is the ruling of Ri that no caution needs to be taken to keep the meals separate, because the mere taste (ta'am) of pat 'akum is not prohibited, even for those who are stringent.

Ri once again invokes the argument first utilized by R. Shemaryah that pat 'akum ought to be compared to the prohibition of demai whose ta'am is permitted. At first glance, this ruling contradicts a second decision of Ri. The pastedé, fish or meat wrapped in dough, was a food item available on the Gentile market whose permissibility was questioned. R. Tam ruled that whereas the fish itself was prohibited because of bishul 'akum, the dough of the pastedé was permitted to those who eat pat 'akum. The taste of the fish absorbed in the dough is permitted as well, since a prohibition on the ta'am of bishul 'akum is nowhere explicitly mentioned.74 Ri however disagreed. He maintained that the oil of the fish is absorbed in the dough and hence the dough is prohibited because of the ta'am of bishul 'akum.75 The same scholar, however, ruled that the taste of pat 'akum is permitted.

Seeing the coexistence of two separate groups within the tiny Jewish communities could lead to, the apparent contradiction in the two rulings is resolved. Ri’s motivations become transparent. Indeed, there is ta'am of pat 'akum transferred to the food of one who observes the prohibition from that of one who ignores it, just as there is a taste of bishul 'akum passed from the fish to the dough of the pastedé. But
the results of prohibition are very different. In the former case, a social barrier is built. Exactly what was to have been achieved between Gentile and Jew, i.e. separation, is attained between Jew and Jew. Regarding the latter case, however, there is no need for solidarity between fish and dough. Whereas the pastede is bereft of any social significance, the prevention of mixed meals has massive implications, and undesirable ones at that. Ri solved the problem by selectively utilizing the analogy to demai.

A second form of separation could have resulted from the coexistence of two separate practices. Given that members of the two groups could eat their meals together, can they join together for zimmun once they are finished? If separation is required, the breakup of the social bond would occur just at the point when a specifically religious act is called for. The communal problem, apparent already with a group of three, is more glaring when thought of in larger terms, say six or seven people, half of whom eat pat 'akum, while the others refrain. After they have eaten their meals together, they must suddenly split into two groups for zimmun. The one group would officially be recognized as being stricter in observance than the other. Rashbam was already faced with the problem and ruled that those who refrain from eating pat 'akum and those who do not may join together for zimmun.76 Rashbam argued that pat 'akum is to be compared to terumah which priests may eat while others may not and not to tevel which is prohibited to all. Rashbam insisted that those who do not eat pat 'akum must view themselves as practicing a self-imposed stringency, rather than perceiving these who do eat pat 'akum as violators of the law. This would allow for religious elitism without bringing about separatism.

Another example of the social divisiveness brought about because of the two standards regarding pat 'akum can be seen in the following ruling of Ri:
Ri deals with questions involved in the purchase of pat visrael via an agent and its transfer from place to place. Though the situation described is not clear, what is implied is that two standards - kosher and non-kosher - found expression in daily conversation. To be sure, those who were lenient with regard to pat 'akum considered the bread that they ate to be kosher as well. Did not the greatest halakhic authorities approve of the practice? Yet even they referred to pat visrael as "kosher bread". Despite the common practice and despite rabbinic sanction, there is yet a linguistic stigma attached to Gentile bread.

The progressive evaporation of this stigma, particularly when social cohesiveness was at stake, manifests itself in Rabyah's writings. Gentile bread baked by a professional baker was often superior in quality to that baked by a Jewish householder. The question arose regarding one who has before him both fine white bread baked by a Gentile and black bread baked by a Jew: on which of the two loaves should the blessing be recited? Rabyah ruled that if the two loaves are equal in quality, the blessing is to be said over pat visrael, but if the pat 'akum is superior, one may recite the blessing over either one. But Rabyah goes even one step further:
Normally the host rather than the guest is obligated to break the bread and recite the blessing. If the guest, however, should have with him fine white bread which is pat 'akum, while the host is one who refrains from eating pat 'akum and only has black bread, the question arises who then should break the bread. Rabyah ruled that as the obligation rests on the host, he should fulfill it. The same scholar who had commended והמחפיר יפה ששה with regard to abstaining from Gentile bread, here rules that such a stringency is praiseworthy only when it has no social implications. In the context of a host-guest relationship, to refrain from eating pat 'akum is mere haughtiness. Not only may the host break the bread, but he may, despite his usual practice, continue to eat pat 'akum throughout the meal. Reciting the blessing and then refraining from eating the bread would turn the blessing into an insult.

The psychological acceptance of the heter was not complete; resistance and vestiges of the stigma of Gentile bread did linger on. Not all agreed with Rabyah's ruling concerning the blessing recited over pat 'akum.

Some French authorities allowed the benediction to be recited over either of the two loaves. R. Samson of Coucy, a younger student of Ri, however, reportedly ordered the white bread of the Gentile to be removed from the table until after the blessing had been recited. Though he permits the eating of
pat 'akum, he is yet unwilling to allow the blessing to be recited over it when pat yisrael, albeit of inferior quality, is available. He tacitly admits that the benediction ought to be recited over the Gentile bread, for if not, there would be no need to remove it from the table; yet, he orders it to be removed. This is more a matter of psychological reservation than of legal reasoning. The motivation behind this ruling is even more glaring in the formulation of a similar decision by a contemporary of R. Samson, R. Moses of London:

R. Moses admits that "we are embarassed" on account of the mere eating of pat 'akum where pat yisrael is available. Reciting the blessing on pat 'akum is therefore inconceivable. Theoretically, the heter of pat 'akum assumes either that the prohibition had been revoked or that it had never been accepted. The conclusion drawn by Rabyah, R. Isaac b. Perez and the majority of the French Tosafists, that pat 'akum be treated on the par with pat yisrael regarding the blessing, is thus legally correct. Psychologically, however, the distinction between pat 'akum and truly "kosher" bread persisted and is reflected in the rulings and language of R. Samson and R. Moses.

It is impossible to surpress completely what is contained in canonized texts; in some groups it will be retained, while in others it will periodically reemerge. Periods of special piety evoked the reappearance of the prohibition among the general public.
The accepted custom in Germany was that even those who ate pat 'akum throughout the year refrained from doing so during the period between Rosh ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur. Such a stringency, which emphasized the distinction between Jew and Gentile, rather than that between Jew and Jew, was welcomed by the rabbinic authorities.

Though circumstances and practical pressures forced the Ashkenazic rabbis to permit pat 'akum, a recognizable minority, aspiring to maximal religious observance, held fast to the prohibition. The quest for religious improvement was recognized as meritorious by the rabbinic authorities, but only when it did not implicitly criticize the actions of others. Elitism which would shatter the cohesiveness of Jewish society was viewed with disfavor. Remnants of the prohibition, however, lingered on even after the use of Gentile bread became widespread, and Ashkenazic Jewry never did relieve itself of the consciousness of the prohibition. The ambivalent attitude toward Gentile bread is reflected in its stigma as non-kosher bread, the hesitation regarding the recitation of the blessing, and in the surfacing of the prohibition during the High Holy Day period.

IV

We have already traced the development of pat 'akum in both Germany and France through the middle of the thirteenth century; one would have imagined that afterwards nothing further remained to be said. All the practices had been long entrenched, all the texts had been cited, and all the inconsistencies had already found their expression. Suddenly, however, in works which are generally limited to summaries of the old, we hear of a new doctrine and a new restriction. We are forced to ponder whether there was not greater life and continuity in the ancient practices and doctrines of Ashkenaz. We must even entertain the possibility that the far-reaching Tosafist
heter was in fact utilized in a far more restricted manner.

The Tosafists' heter had made no distinction between the bread of a Gentile and the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile. There is no evidence that such a distinction had ever been made in France even in the period before the heter was formulated, while in Germany this distinction had been a matter of dispute. R. Tam's view, that bread was excluded from the prohibition of bishul 'akum because it is baked rather than cooked, would make the distinction impossible. Both the bread of a Gentile and that of a Jew baked by a Gentile would be pat 'akum and not bishul 'akum. If Jewish assistance is effective or necessary, it should be so regarding both of them. If the prohibition was revoked, both should have been permitted. Indeed, neither R. Tam, Ri nor their disciples mention any limitation on the heter of which they approved. It is surprising, then, to read a ruling of R. Isaac of Corbeil:

According to R. Isaac, all are agreed that the dough of a Jew baked by a Gentile is not included in the heter. No explanation for the position is offered. Nor is his ruling unique. A responsum of R. Meir b. Baruch of Rothenburg (Maharam) reads:

Maharam testifies to the ruling of the French rabbis that the dough of a Jew baked by a Gentile without Jewish assistance
is prohibited. Maharam himself concurs with the ruling and the position was accepted by most of Maharam's students who cite the ruling in their master's name.

From the various discussions regarding the dough of a Jew baked by a Gentile, it becomes clear that what is at stake is not bread baked by Gentile servants, but rather bread baked at a public oven by a Gentile proprietor. Although R. Tam's theoretical position allows no room for any restriction, in actual practice, a distinction may have been made. The heter of pat 'akum may have been used only on an ad hoc basis, i.e. when necessary. If a Jew were to bring his dough to the furnum, he may still have insisted on participating, at least formally, by throwing a splinter of wood into the fire. The puzzling discussion of R. Judah of Paris about "our custom" of throwing wood into the fire may not have been addressed to those who did not accept the heter of pat 'akum alone. Such a position, however, could not be formulated, because it had no legal basis given R. Tam's position.

By the end of the thirteenth century, the practice secured a theoretical foundation as well. Ironically, after all of the Tosafists labors, the end position bears some resemblance to the original contours in old Ashkenaz. Once again we hear the old view that Gentile bread is prohibited because of pat 'akum, while Jewish bread baked by a Gentile is forbidden because of bishul 'akum. This had been the original Rhineland position voiced by R. Gershom and later by Raban. The reemergence of the old doctrine is less likely a product of a continuous underground tradition than it is due to the inherent persuasiveness of the position and the prevailing custom which would certainly suggest it. The return to the old doctrine in all of its details could no longer be made. The texts discovered since its original formulation and the prevailing allowance of Gentile bread had to be taken into consideration. Gentile bread enjoined because of pat 'akum was now permitted
on the basis of the heter of the Yerushalmi. The prohibition of bishul 'akum on Jewish bread baked by a Gentile remained in effect, only to be removed through Jewish assistance.\(^{39}\)

This view became the final position of the Ashkenazic authorities. Gentile bread is permitted while that of a Jew baked by a Gentile requires Jewish assistance. No attempt is made to find a heter for Jewish bread baked by a Gentile without Jewish assistance. This is in marked contrast to the situation in Spain during the same period, where the question of דש שלנו, "our bread", continued to be debated after the heter on Gentile bread was accepted.\(^{90}\) It appears then that the requirement of Jewish participation did not contradict the established practice in Germany and France. This can only be explained if we assume that Ashkenazic Jewry did not, in practice, push the heter developed by the Tosafists to its logical conclusion. The idea of distinguishing between the dough of a Jew and that of a Gentile must have persisted. We must conclude that this apparent stringency went unrecorded until the very end of our period.

A paradoxical development presents itself when we compare the dominant halakhic concerns of the eleventh century with the final Ashkenazic position in the thirteenth. In the earlier period, once the stringent position of R. Gershom was overcame, the troublesome area was Gentile dough. By the end of our period, the radical allowance on pat 'akum was restricted to Gentile bread. While in the earlier period Jewish dough baked by a Gentile was granted conditional allowance, the final position required greater stringency with regard to Jewish bread baked by a Gentile than for Gentile bread itself.

Throughout our period, alongside the outright heter of Gentile bread, there continued a tradition of partial allowance by means of Jewish assistance. This was certainly true for those who did not accept the heter. Moreover, even those who did accept the heter did not extend it to the dough of a Jew.
baked at the *furnum* by a Gentile, in which case Jewish assistance was required. What form of participation in the baking process was considered sufficient? Here conflicting tendencies were operative. On the one hand, we are dealing with people who are voluntarily accepting an added stringency and are apparently motivated by a commitment to uphold the injunction in its purest form. On the other hand, numerous forces were working in the opposite direction and ultimately reduced the definition of minimal assistance almost to the absurd. The final triumph of the *heter* of *pat 'akum* was achieved when even those who had theoretically adopted the more stringent custom found themselves, for all practical purposes, partaking of Gentile bread.

The earliest sources reveal that, from the very outset, the assistance required during the baking process was formal in character, generally limited to throwing splinters of wood into the fire. This practice is already mentioned in the eleventh century by Ribi. It is cited by Rashbam who adds as another form of assistance stirring the coals with a poker. From subsequent discussions, it is clear that the practice of throwing into the fire a splinter of wood continued to be widespread. This custom was actually an inheritance from a much earlier period and its efficacy had been disputed between the Jews of Erez Israel and Babylonia. When the practice first was questioned by the Tosafists, the text preserving the earlier dispute served as the primary basis for justifying the prevailing custom. Though attempts to harmonize the practice with the Talmudic requirements are unpersuasive, the entrenched custom survived scrutiny by halakhic purists down to the very end of our period and never faced any serious challenge in the practical sphere.

This already questionable practice, however, underwent progressive devolution until it became almost unrecognizable. Practical pressures were almost certainly involved. Even the
limited participation of throwing a splinter of wood required the Jew's physical presence at some early point in the baking process. Moreover, the recognition that the required assistance is formal rather than substantive inevitably opened the door to an ever more perfunctory participation in the baking process. For if the meaning of participation is not a real sense that the bread has been baked by a Jew, but merely some sign that the prohibition of pat 'akum is recognized, then the most formal assistance should be considered sufficient. The injection of the Maimonidean formulation, according to which all that is needed is a token symbol of participation, aided in this direction as well. 95

A third factor seems also to have been operative. The prohibition of pat 'akum was instituted to insure the separation of Jewish and non-Jewish society. If the Jews would have their own bakers, this goal could have been peacefully achieved. But utilizing Gentile bakers and yet insisting that a Jew must at least formally participate in the baking process would cause not only separation but hostility as well. There is evidence, if only from beyond the geographical boundaries with which we are concerned, that the custom of throwing a splinter of wood into the fire was considered at best as insulting and at worst threatening to Christian society. 96 The tension created by such a custom may well have led to a search for less conspicuous forms of participation. For others, it may even have been a contributing factor in the acceptance of the outright heter of pat 'akum.

Two questions were raised regarding Jewish assistance—how late and how early in the baking process could it be administered and still be effective. Reasoning from the reverse case found in the Talmud about a Gentile's participation in Jewish bread, R. Judah Sir Leon ruled that throwing the wood into the fire is effective only if it is done before the crust of the bread has begun to harden. After that point, the bread is already
considered as baked. Others argued that so long as continued baking improves the bread, Jewish assistance is effective. The argument was stretched to the extreme when one, who had forgotten to assist while the bread was being baked, was permitted to return the loaf into the oven, add a splinter of wood and thereby regard the bread as baked with Jewish assistance.97

So too with regard to the earliest possible stage of Jewish participation in the baking process. Ri had ruled that the splinter of wood affects the status of the bread only as long as the oven remains hot. Once the oven was cooled, a second act of formal participation is required when it is subsequently restored to use. R. Mordecai refers to a case in which a Jew had baked his bread in an oven several times a day, each time throwing in a splinter of wood. During the last baking, however, he forgot. Hesitantly, R. Mordecai permitted the last batch of bread as well. Other authorities extended the allowance even further, claiming that a splinter of wood thrown into an oven is effective as long as the oven does not stand unheated for a twenty-four hour period. In medieval Christian society, the oven had its rest on Sundays. Throughout the week, though the oven does cool off at night, it does retain some heat and hence the splinter of wood is still effective. One piece of wood cast into the furnum early Monday morning removes the prohibition of pat 'akum for the entire Jewish community for up to eight days. And none of this assumes the outright heter of pat 'akum.98

Thus the story of pat 'akum comes to an end. Practical pressures made full compliance with the prohibition impossible. But despite the widespread and radical allowances, Ashkenaz remained committed to maintaining the injunction, if only in its own particular way. If only within certain groups, if only at certain times of the year, if only by insisting upon what amounted to perfunctory participation, Ashkenaz never rid
itself of the prohibition. Though the heter triumphed, the prohibition was never completely erased. In whatever form it took, pat 'akum remained as one additional sign of the separateness of the Jewish community from general society.
Footnotes

1. A description of the role of bread may be found in Robert Mandroux's *Introduction to Modern France*, 1500-1640 (New York, 1975, op.13-18), and more extensively in Fernand Braudel's *Capitalism and Material Life*, 1400-1800 (New York, 1973, pp. 66-120). Though both works deal with the early modern period, their conclusions are valid for the Middle Ages as well.

2. 'Avodah Zarah (AZ) 2:6.

3. AZ 36a; Shabbat 17b.

4. תוהו והתורה is the formal reason given for the prohibition of *mat akum*. See AZ 35b. The historical emergence of the prohibition is evidenced by the Talmudic statement (AZ 36b): לע פיתח ושמו י״ג על י״ג משה נבניהו ועלו בותיחין

5. AZ 35b:

6. AZ 37a:

7. Jerusalem Talmud (JT) AZ 2:8, 41d; JT Shabbat 1:4, 3c:

8. AZ 35b:

9. The distinction between Ereẓ Israel and Babylonia may have
10. Isaac Alfasí, Sefer ha-Halakhót, p. 14a-b (sec. 1242) in standard edition. (No variants were found in the Constantinople, 1509 ed.) See also comments of R. Missim b. Reuben in his Commentary to Alfasí, ad loc.

11. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Ma'akhalot Asurot 17:12.

12. Maimonides, Perush ha-Mishnayot, Pesahim 2:2. Maimonides bases the lenient practice on the Yerušalmi passage (Pesahim 2:2, 28d) that the prohibition depends on local custom, a passage which will be much utilized by the Tosafists. This passage was cited already by an earlier Spanish authority, R. Isaac b. Judah ibn Ghayyat. The latter’s interpretation of the line that is not permitted where a Jew assists in the baking should be noted. (See his work published as Hilhot Pesahim, edited by D. Zomber, p. 4a and especially note 65.) In addition to the exegetical difficulties already raised by R. Isaac b. Abba Mari in his Ittur, we may note the (deliberate?) non-utilization of the passage to justify the prevalent custom in Spain.


16. The heavy involvement of non-Jewish servants in the Jewish household is attested to by a number of halakhic discussions among the Tosafists. a) The cooked foods of a Gentile, bishul 'akum, are included in a rabbinic prohibition similar to that of pat 'akum. (See Mishnah AZ 2:6. There the injunction first appears as one on פה ימי. In the Talmud, the prohibition is referred to as bishul 'akum.) Whether or not the prohibition applies to domestic servants is debated among Ashkenazic scholars. See Tosafot, AZ 35a, s.v. אלא כל דברון. b) Precautions are required to insure that the non-Jewish servants be not able to add non-kosher ingredients into the pot while they are cooking. See Eliezer b. Nathan, 'Even ha-Ezer, sec. 203; See also Tosafot, AZ 12a, s.v. זרבו לקובץ. c) Dough too was prepared at home by Gentile servants, raising the issue whether hallah needed to be taken from such dough. See R. Eliezer b. Joel ha-Levi, Safar Rabyah, vol. 1, sec. 185; R. Isaac 'Or Zaru'a, 'Or Zaru'a, vol. 1, sec. 235.
17. See Teshuvot Ge'onim Qadmonim, nos. 62 and 123; Teshuvot Rabbenu Gershom Me'or ha-Golah, no. 62; Sefer ha-Oreh II, no. 41 and parallels cited there in note 1. For a summary, see also Irving Agus, The Heroic Age of Franco-German Jewry (New York, 1969), p. 116.

18. There is no need to posit any discrimination as an explanation for the lack of Jewish bakers. The lot of the medieval baker was not envious and Jews may well have avoided the profession. See H. E. Jacob, Six Thousand Years of Bread, Its Holy and Unholy History (New York, 1945), pp. 133-40.

19. Sefer ha-Oreh, sec. 111, from which the section is explicitly transferred to Sefer ha-Pardes (Constantinople, 1802) p. 18a (sec. 252 in Warsaw, 1870 ed.). The passage is prefaced with the words ב לביתו and continues with a further discussion of bishul 'akum. It is not clear where R. Gershom's ruling ends. Another version of the ruling is found in R. Aaron b. Jacob's Orhot Hayyim II, sec. 63; equivalently in Kol Bo, sec. 100. (See also Teshuvot Rabbenu Gershom Me'or ha-Golah, no. 20.) There the passage reads:

The 'Orhot Hayyim version is an abbreviation of the Oreh version. Both texts present difficulties and only by combining the two can R. Gershom's position be reconstructed. Regarding the 'Oreh version, Buber points out (note 1) that the twice-used phrase Lýאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאאיא תיא

The supporting proof text, however, is irrelevant. Rather, the line should read אפיייליא אפיייליא שיאריא. R. Gershom emphasizes that even the
the bread of a Gentile baker is forbidden. d) I don't understand the phrase: "והא>): הממש את ידינו.pb וביינו מצוותיו."
It apparently refers to the preceding phrase, "יאפלו גביהים כיון", which states that even where he purchases the bread from the Gentile baker, the bread is forbidden. If so, why should the Gentile baker be careful about prohibitions? The Kol Bo, which is only a variant of 'Oreḥ Ḥayyim, reads דלאו רע"י, הביאו
Rashi. Eidelberg understands the phrase as referring to a Jewish baker, but then the transition is difficult.

e) The second half of the passage deals with the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile. The reference to יִהְיֶה יִשְׂרָאֵל and הביאו refer not only to the places where the bread was baked, but also to the places where the bread is to be eaten.

f) The last line הוא ממטה שפפוק ביכל בוכות can refer only to the bread of a Gentile and not to the bread of a Jew, because if not, there would be no difference between the two—both would be prohibited in all circumstances— and R. Gershom is clearly distinguishing between the two.

g) The 'Oreḥ Ḥayyim text should be corrected according to the 'Oreḥ to read: יפה על ישראל שפה וביין הביאו should be read שפפוק ביכל בוכות.

20. The 'Oreḥ passage continues:

"ולכין לימר ודבעושי גוי אוסר מפרס ת᠘ֲרֵג וביין ביכל בוכות ופרס" אינו?" לב כל מפרס ודבעושי גוי ובה מפרס תadol לב ליה יבראיא
הא ליכין לימר דאמ אוסר ודבעושי גוי אוסר והא מפרס תadol
אמש אוסרין יものは מסכר.

I don't understand the argument. It seems to be saying that the prohibition of bishul 'akum is not due to תadol. (See Rashi, AZ 38a, s.v. מרבנן). If it were due to תadol, it would be no stricter than the prohibition of the beer of a Gentile. But, surely, all must concede that there are different levels of prohibition due to תadol, because pat 'akum, which is certainly due to תadol, is stricter than the prohibition of Gentile beer. This argument is not found in the 'Oreḥ Ḥayyim version and may not be part of R. Gershom's ruling.

21. AZ 38b; Abramson, pp. 185-186.

22. R. Abraham b. Isaac of Narbonne, She'elot u-Teshuvot, no. 216; Isaiah di Trani, Tosefot Rid, AZ 35b, s.v. מיסקן את התפשך; R. Nissim b. Reuben, Commentary to Alfasi (13b in standard edition of Alfasi), s.v. פסח."

23. It may be more than mere coincidence that our earliest Provencal ruling reflects a doctrine similar to that of R. Gershom. R. Abraham b. Isaac of Narbonne (see previous note) was amazed to hear that the northern French rabbis permitted pat 'akum baked with Jewish assistance; he assumed that the distinctive character of the prohibition does not allow for such a heter. A common tradition linking Germany to Provence may be suggested.
24. *Sefar ha-'Orekh*, MS Bodley Neubauer 563:

See also Buber's edition, sec. 111 (p. 139) and note 1. I don't understand the text that Buber printed. According to the Bodley MS, this passage, which deals with the prohibition of *bishul* 'akum, refers to the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile along with meat and fish roasted by a Gentile. Certainly, the laws regarding the bread of a Gentile are at least as strict as those regarding other cooked foods of a Gentile. Why then is the prohibition limited to the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile? Apparently, the author of this passage assumes with R. Gershom that the bread of a Jew baked by a Gentile is included in the prohibition of *bishul* 'akum and no more. Therefore, Jewish assistance is ineffective and indeed that regulation is recorded at the conclusion of the passage. The bread of a Gentile, however, is included in the prohibition of *pat* 'akum and is forbidden even if a Jew participates in the baking.

25. Ma'asei Ge'onim, sec. 89; Teshuvot Hakhmei Sarefat ve-Lotir, no. 5, where the passage appears as the second half of a responsum of R. Isaac b. Judah; Zedekiah b. Abraham Anav, Shibbolei ha-Leqet II, sec. 1, where it is introduced with זכרונות לארמאים.

Unfortunately, there are no detailed descriptions of the baking process from the medieval period. The earliest descriptions date only from the eighteenth century. See Arpin, Historique, pp. 144, 195. Fortunately, however, there seems to be little development in the bread making industry before the nineteenth century. See Ashley, *Bread*, p. 98. The detailed work of M. Malouin, *Descriptions et details des arts de meunier, du vermiciller et du boulanger* can be used cautiously to verify the few hints at baking customs found in the much earlier rabbinic literature. On the temperature of the water for optimal kneading, see Malouin, p. 127.

26. Provence too began with a concern about the kashruth of *pat* 'akum. For R. Abraham b. Isaac, see above note 22. For the most radical position, see R. Abraham b. David of Posquierres, *Perush al Avodah Zarah*, 38b, s.v. הלך עד רבעם (p. 81):

The Talmud is not concerned with *guilei* 'akum; Rabad is. This position was rejected by later Provençal and Spanish authorities. See Menahem Meiri, *Beit ha-Behira al Massekhet 'Avodah Zarah*, p. 119; R. Moses b. Nahman, *Hiddushei ha-Ramban le-Massekhet 'Avodah Zarah*, p. 96.

27. *Sefar ha-'Orekh*, sec. 90. There the passage is reported anonymously. A. Grossman (Tarbiz, XLVI (1977), p. 131) has identified the passage as the product of Ribi on the basis of Bodley MS 566. The relevant passage there, however, is
parallel to sec. 89 of the Ma'asei Ge'onim and not sec. 90. Apparently, Grossman understands the subject of the halakhah in sec. 90 to be identical with the author of sec. 89.

30. Since, however, he permits Gentile dough when prepared with proper supervision, he can not understand that there is a basic distinction between Gentile bread and Jewish bread baked by a Gentile.

31. Sefer ha-Pardes, fol. 17b (sec. 250 in Warsaw ed.).
32. Raban, 'Even ha-'Ezer, sec. 303. The text should read:

Regarding the reading אכלי פות של עכושי לא נוהג משנברז עליי במשה משטר ישראל מציויה, see Lieberman, Ha-Yerushalmi Kipshuto, p. 46.

33. Justifying ancient practice and tradition was a chief aim of Raban's work. See the introduction to his Even ha-'Ezer, p. 2:

אכורה Lumpur בה תזה באך חווד על כי.قيد 준י גורל הבז נברז מי מנהיג הראשונים וגב עקרק מחקר ידני וטורף עקרק הלכה.

34. Raban bases his heter on a statement in Pesahim 40a: נברז_CLB

The statement in its own context does not deal with pat'akum, but rather with the question of shimmur regarding hamez. But it assumes that there is no problem of pat'akum involved. There is a difference between the two cases. There, the dough is prepared by the Gentile; the baking, however, may be done by the Jew. Raban deals with the case where the Gentile prepares the dough, sells it to the Jew, and then bakes the bread, albeit with the assistance of the Jew. Assuming Raban's principles, however, the analogy is valid. Pat'akum is prohibited even if it is baked exclusively by the Jew. Had the time of the preparation of the dough been the critical factor in determining what was to be considered pat'akum, the הביצות של עכוושי in Pesahim would have been prohibited even if the Jew bakes the bread. Since it is permitted, Raban concludes that the critical factor is the ownership of the bread while it is baked and not before. Buying the dough makes it pat avisrael and subject only to the prohibition of bishul'akum, regarding which Jewish assistance ineffective. See also Ramban, AZ 35b, s.v. מה רא מחרびコレ

The Pesahim passage is cited in regard to the question of קלעוילי'akum. It is not clear whether the citation is part of a responsum of Rashi quoted there or an added proof text supplied by Ramban.

35. The prohibition of Gentile beer was also most problematic for the Jewish traveler. The first allowance granted with regard to Gentile beer was made for the benefit of the traveler. There, however, the heter was based on שיווי אינצט, lest refraining should cause hostility between Jew and Gentile, and not the analogy to demai. See AZ 31b, and Tosafot ad loc.
s.v. הנורא. The heter based on המשים is first recorded by R. Baruch b. Isaac in his Sefer ha-Terumah, sec. 158.  
36. Mordekhai, AZ, sec. 830 in standard edition. (No significant variants were found in Constantinople, 1509 ed.)  
37. See below, p. 30.  
38. The validity of the analogy between pat 'akum and demai is discussed within another context, namely zimmun. See Perush Ribeban and Meiri to Berakhot 45a.  
39. On the controversy see 'Or Zarua', vol. 4, secs. 182-183; Teshuvot u-Pesagim me-et Hakhami Ashkenaz ve-Sarefat, no. 58, p. 85-87; Rabyah, AZ, sec. 1048.  
40. On the use of beer as the leavening agent, see Malouin, Descriptions, pp. 148-151. I have found no references to the use of wine. From the Hebrew sources, the custom seems to have been limited to the bakers of Germany. See especially R. Tam's remarks cited in 'Or Zarua'.  
41. AZ 34a.  
42. Only from R. Tam's reply would it appear that it was pat 'akum baked by a Gentile with no Jewish assistance that was in question. He ends with the following: 'ול胂ושן היה נראת ללא שכל חתי של גוים בשמריםcontinental, ולא ניתן...' He may, however, have been reading the French reality into the query submitted to him by his German counterparts. For the situation in France and the position of R. Tam, see below.  
44. This section of the commentary is cited in 'Or Zarua', vol. 4, sec. 189. The citation ends with the words כותב, רבי לוי, referring to Rashi. (On Rashbam's commentary to AZ, see E. E. Urbach, Ba'alei ha-Tosafot, p. 50). The extended comment on the phrase כותב cannot be justified as necessary for the comprehension of the Talmudic text. Clearly it is referring to contemporary practice. The כותב is to be identified with the fourgon; see Malouin, Descriptions, p. 120.  
45. Two rulings are reported in the name of Rashi concerning ג'עלי 'akum. They are based on the principles that an enjoined food which imparts a worsened taste into another food does not cause the latter to become prohibited (העון ג'علي בברץ) and that a utensil, a day after use with one such food, imparts only a worsened taste. According to one report, Rashi ruled that all of the utensils of a Gentile are presumed not to have been used on the same day for non-kosher foods and therefore they are not prohibited. See Ramban, p. 95; R. Jeroham, Sefer Toledot Adam ve-Hawah 17:7. R. Judah of Paris reports that Rashi later retracted this position. See R. Judah of Paris, Tosafot, AZ 36a, s.v. עוגן.
(The Tosafot of R. Judah of Paris have been published by M. Blau as the Tosafot of R. Judah b. Isaac of Berena, in Shitat ha-Gedmonim 'al Massekhet 'Avodah Zarah. See I. Ta-Shma, "Seridim mi-Toratam shel ha-Rishonim," Moriah II (1970), nos. 3-4, p. 62, note 3, for the proper identification of these Tosafot.)

A second approach of Rashi assumed that even utensils used by a Gentile on that very day impart an unwanted taste with regard to bread:

 diffic. The would appear to mean, Rashi does not seem to be concerned with pat 'akum.

46. ישרא ישיבלו ליזבוב כורעתו מצפירים שם בכל יום שבת של פסח.

Siddur Rashi, sec. 377 and parallels cited there in note 1. Ma'arufya refers to the tie between a Gentile client and a Jew who was his permanent supplier, moneylender, or financial administrator. The Gentile owned an oven and sent a number of loaves to the Jew daily. Rashi rules on the question what is to be done during the Passover week since the bread is hamez. It is not specifically mentioned that the Jew would eat the bread; since it is the Passover week, there are additional problems of mere possession and enjoyment. The simplest reconstruction of the case, however, leads us to the conclusion that the bread was eaten by the Jew and not merely given to Gentile members of the household or resold. If so, it would appear that pat 'akum was eaten and that such action had the tacit approval of Rashi.

47. R. Judah of Paris, Tosefot Rabbenu Yehudah Siri Le'eton 'al Massekhet Beranot, 45a, s.v. אייל טביל רכבים (p. 473) and parallels cited there in note 1.

48. 'Or Zarua, Hilchot Terufot, vol. 1, sec. 435. This version appears to be the most genuine of all the reports of this ruling. (See also R. Samson of Sens, Tosafot, AZ 38a, s.v. בק ספדך לודא; 'Or Zarua, vol. IV, sec. 194; R. Baruch b. Isaac of Worms, Sefer ha-Terumah, sec. 27; R. Asher b. Yehiel, Tosefot Rosh, AZ 38a, s.v. בק עיר; Tosefot, AZ 38a, s.v. בק עיר; Tosefot, Hullin 64a, s.v. עיר; Tosefot, Bezah 16b, s.v. לודא. ) The passage continues with the later view of R. Tam, as well as the
position of Ri. The 'Or Zaru'a version resolves the discrepancies between the various versions whether R. Tam permitted or forbad such bread and whether it was R. Tam or R. Isaac who issued the ruling. This is the only version in which Rashbam is associated with the ruling.

49. R. Jacob Tam, Sefer ha-Yashar, sec. 718; Tosafot, AZ 38b, s.v. א"ש.

50. R. Judah of Paris, AZ 35b, s.v. הלא שוער ובעל שולחן לחם, ממט לארפ בצדקה, מסייר.

51. Ibid.

52. See below, p. 39.

53. R. Judah of Paris, AZ 35b, s.v. הלא שוער ובעל שולחן לחם; R. Samson of Sens, AZ 35b, s.v. המיסטה בער עב"ד; R. Baruch b. Isaac alludes to the heter in his Sefer ha-Terumah, sec. 27. Subsequently, the heter is cited by all later Tosafists. In the printed Tosafot, see AZ 35b, s.v. מכסה דיאכינו מקי דסה.


55. R. Samson of Sens, AZ 35b, s.v. בפת לא זוחורת בנו.

56. R. Tam, Sefer ha-Yashar, sec. 392; R. Judah of Paris, AZ 35b, s.v. ודאי הראות המית; R. Samson of Sens, AZ 35b, s.v. דאיכא וית בכר; Sefer ha-Terumah, sec. 27. In the Sefer ha-Yashar version, the point of departure appears to have been the question whether baking is included in the category of cooking with regard to eruv tavshillin. In the formulation of R. Tam's position cited in the various Tosafist traditions, it was the double listing in the Mishnah of the prohibitions of pat and bishul 'akum which troubled R. Tam. Whatever the initial stimulus, the new doctrine proved to be useful in Tosafist thought.

57. R. Samson of Sens specifically notes the problem (AZ 35b, s.v. המראות המית בקטנה בתרשלימ אשר ישגר: המראות המית בקטנה בתרשלימ אשר ישגר המראות המית בקטנה בתרשלימ אשר ישגר). The different translation in the printed Tosafot is due to the proliferation of citations and variant readings.

58. In addition to the Yerushalmi passage which makes the issur dependent on local custom, the French Tosafists were also aware of the Yerushalmi's story about R. Yirmiyah, as well as the record of the diverging customs of Babylonia and Erez Israel.

59. See Benjamin M. Lewin, Osar Hilluf Minhashim bein Benei Erez Israel u-bein Benei Bavel, pp. 50-65 for citations and variant readings.

60. A later authority, R. Asher b. Yeḥiel, adduces support for the heter from the Palestinian custom, arguing that the situation in which pat yisrael is generally unavailable may be compared to that in which one has fasted for three days. See Pishei ha-Rosh, AZ 2:27: R. Judah, however, does not seem to be using this argument.

61. R. Judah of Paris, s.v. איילימא דראיא לא וחסר ביכא.

62. R. Moses of Coucy, Sefer Mizvot Gadol (Semag), injunction 148.

63. 'Or Zaru'a, vol. 4, sec. 189.

64. Semag, injunction 148.
65. R. Isaac of Corbeil, *Amudei ha-Golah* (Sefer Mizvot Qatan, Semag) (Constantinople, 1510), no. 222 (in later editions, no. 223).
66. Rabyah, Bodley MS 638, sec. 954.
69. See Teshuvot u-Pesacim me-ēt Hakhmei Ashkenaz ve-Sarefat, no. 39 (p. 75):
   "... וְרָבָא הַרְוִי מִן הַמֶּרֶדֶשׁ הַנְּכָרָא אֵיכָא רָבָּה, וַהֲזָא קִנְיָא..."
   I have been unable to identify this R. Baruch. This argument is dismissed in a marginal note of the manuscript.
70. Piscei ha-Rosh, AZ 2:27; Tosefot Rosh, AZ 35b s.v. "אֲדִיצָא מַלְחָר דָּבָר". (The work published by Y. L. Sachs as Hiddushei ha-Rashba to AZ is really Tosefot Rosh, beginning with the comments to AZ 33b. This is the conclusion of Abraham Rosenthal in Kiryat Sefer, XLII (1967), p. 139); Mordekhai, AZ sec. 830 in standard edition.
71. Rabyah, op. cit.; R. Moses of Rothenburg, Sefer ha-Parnes, sec. 93.
72. Sefer Hasidim, no. 1940.
73. Samag, Injunction 148; R. Samson of Sens, AZ 35b, s.v. "אַף לא הַנְּכָרָא בְּכָר"; R. Meir ha-Kohen of Rothenburg, Haggahot Maimuniyot, Ma'akhalot 'Asurot, chapter 17, note 70 in standard edition. (No significant variants in Constantinople, 1509 ed.)
74. R. Samson of Sens, AZ 35b, s.v. "אַף לא הַנְּכָרָא בְּכָר"
   "... מְסַסְּתָה בֶּאֶזְלוֹר רֵאֵי בֵּית בָּבָר שְׁלוֹשָׁה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא כָּר עַל הָהָרָא שַלְוֶה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא עַל הָהָרָא שַלְוֶה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא עַל הָהָרָא שַלְוֶה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא עַל הָהָרָא שַלְוֶה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא..."
   "... on the contrary..."
75. R. Baruch of Worms, Sefer ha-Terumah, sec. 27:
   "אֲוַתָּה פַּעַדְרָא שְׁלֹשֵׁה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא שְׁלֹשֵׁה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא שְׁלֹשֵׁה נְפֶשֶׁת הַנְּכָרָא..."
   "... as many as would be the number of the slaughtered cows..."
76. See above note 47.
77. R. Judah of Paris, AZ 35b, s.v. "לֹא הַנְּכָרָא..."
78. Apparently, the case deals with the professional sale of bread. A Jew seems to be involved in the baking, though it is not clear whether he is a true baker or only a formal assistant to the Gentile baker. This would be the only reference to a Jewish baker, if only a formal assistant, in all of the Ashkenazic literature.
79. From this term developed a new phrase (attested to only in a slightly later period) - 'אקות קום - which is used, in the context of pat 'akum, to mean to throw a splinter of wood into the fire as assistance to the Gentile. See: Mordekhai, AZ sec. 830; R. Isaac b. Meir Duren, Sha'arei Dura, no. 75; Sefer 'Issur ve-Heter, 44:10.

80. Rabyah, Berakhot, sec. 111.

81. Ibid.

82. Mordekhai, Berakhot, no. 129; Pisgei ha-Rosh, Berakhot, 6:21; Hazzaot Maimuniyot, Berakhot, chapter 7, note 4; Tosafot, Berakhot 39b, s.v. הפזאקה שבנין.


84. Pisgei ha-Rosh, Rosh ha-Shannah, chapter 4, sec. 14 (end). There the reference to the common practice follows a citation of Rabyah's interpretation of a Yerushalmi passage, according to which the seven days between Rosh ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur require a special stringency in another area ( מים שהיא בlicence). Comparing the citation with the Rabyah itself proves that Rabyah himself made no reference to the custom of refraining from eating pat 'akum during the High Holy Day period. See Rabyah, vol 2, sec. 529 (p. 208) and note 8 and Aptowitzer's remarks in vol. 3, p. 726-727. See especially R. Samson b. Zadok in his Sefer Tashbes, sec. 117, from which it would appear that Rabyah himself argued for the stringency. Also cited there is the position of R. Samuel of Bamberg that the logical conclusion of the humrah during the High Holy Day period should be the acceptance of the prohibition throughout the year. It would seem that he has no objections to the stringency perse, but rather to its implications for the general practice during the year, namely, that a prohibition is being violated. Common practice, however, does not always follow strict legal reasoning. The testimony of R. Asher proves that the stringency during the High Holy Day period was accepted in Germany. Testimony from a later period proves that the humrah was accepted in Austria as well. See R. Joseph b. Moses, Sefer Leget Yosher, vol. I, p. 132. The humrah entered the major codes as well; see Tur and Shulhan 'Arukh, 'Orah Hayyim, sec. 603.

85. See above note 65.

86. R. Meir b. Baruch of Rothenburg, Teshuvot Pesacim u-Minhagim, responsum no. 34 and sources listed there.

87. See sources listed in previous note. See also Sha'arei Dura, sec. 75; Jacob b. Moses Moellin, Safer Maharil (Crimona, 1558) p. 102b (76b in Warsaw ed.)

88. R. Jacob b. Asher in his Tur, Yoreh De'ah, sec. 112 explicitly argues that Gentile bread is included in the prohibition of pat 'akum alone. This prohibition falls under the heter of the Yerushalmi. Jewish bread baked by a Gentile
is prohibited because of bishul 'akum, an issur which is still in force.

89. R. Jacob b. Asher seems to have made a full return to R. Gershon's position (barring the heter of the Yerushalmi), insisting that Jewish assistance is ineffective regarding Gentile bread. If the heter is accepted, participation is unnecessary; if it is rejected, such assistance is no answer. This position invalidates the custom of the minority who refrained from eating Gentile bread baked without Jewish assistance. Others, however, cite the custom and expressly argue that Jewish assistance removes the prohibition of pat 'akum as well. See Sefer ha-Parnes, sec. 93.

90. See especially R. Aaron b. Joseph ha-Levi in his commentary to AZ, 38b, s.v. והלא יבשวล, as well as in his Bedeq ha-Bayvit (Venice, 1608) p. 90a (p. 187 in Josefov ed.); Yom Tov b. Abraham Ishbili, Hiddushei ha-Ritva, AZ 38b, s.v. הסנה. There the thrust of the argument is that the prohibition does not apply because there is no concern about intermarriage with regard to the operator of a fumum. The general argument that the prohibition of pat 'akum no longer applies because there is no longer a concern about intermarriage is raised in Spain as well, but it is rejected by her leading authorities. See Ramban, AZ, pp. 102-103; See also R. Abraham b. Adret, Teshuvot She'elot, no. 248. There is no echo of such an argument in France or Germany. Regarding bishul 'akum, however, it was argued that the cooking of a Gentile domestic servant was permitted because does not apply to them. See R. Judah of Paris, AZ 38b, s.v. ישראלי נאה; Sefer ha-Yashar, sec. 733; Mordekhai, AZ, sec. 830; Tosafot, AZ 38a, s.v. המברך אלא.

91. For Ribi, see above p. 8. For Rasbam, see above p. 18.

92. See above note 61.

93. The Talmudic requirements themselves are somewhat unclear. See particularly Rashī's opinion as cited by Rashbam in 'Or Zaru'a, vol. IV, sec. 139. See also R. Judah of Paris, AZ 38a, s.v. ואילו לקא וליאו, who cites Ri's formulation.

94. R. Asher b. Yehiel, with whom our period ends, though intellectually unable to accept any of the justifications, is ready to allow the practice to continue. His position may be contrasted with that of Ramban (AZ, p. 101-102), who rejects the custom on the grounds that it does not satisfy the Talmudic requirements.

95. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Ma'akhalot 'Asurot, 17:13; ...

In the Tosafist literature, this formulation is cited by R. Moses of Coucy, injunction no. 148.

96. In Leqet Qazar, a thirteenth century Provencal commentary to the Torah, sections of which were published by Frank Talmadge ("Ha-Pulmus ha-Anti-Nošri Be-Ḥibbur Leqet Qazar," Michael IV
The passage attests both to the Jewish practice with regard to Gentile bread and to Christian sensitivity to the custom. This sensitivity was based on a fear that Jews harbored a pernicious motive. Talmadge refers to J. Shatzmiller's Reserches sur la communauté juive de Manosque au moyen âge, in which the following incident is discussed. In 1313, a Jew of Manosque was brought to trial, charged with attempting to poison Christian bread. The Jew cleared himself by explaining that throwing the stick into the oven was required for religious reasons.

97. The initial position of R. Judah of Paris was rejected by most of the later Tosafists. The more lenient position that assistance is effective even after the crust of the bread begins to harden, became the accepted view with the backing of R. Yehiel of Paris, Maharam, Rosh, and R. Perez b. Elijah of Corbeil. The extreme position that, when necessary, the bread may be returned to the oven was already accepted by R. Yehiel of Paris. Though the major Tosafists of the thirteenth century fail to mention it, this radical view is incorporated in later codes. See Maharam, Teshuvot Minhaqim u-Pesacim, no. 97 and the sources listed there. See also R. Yehiel b. Joseph of Paris, Piscei Rabbenu Yehiel mi-Paris ve-Hora'ot mi-Rabbanei Sarefat, sec. 4 (p. 14).

For the later works, see Sha'arei Dura, sec. 75; R. Jonah Ashkenazi, 'Issur ve-Heter he-'Arokh, 44:10; Maharil (Crimona) p. 103a (Warsaw ed., p. 76b).

98. For the position of Ri, see R. Judah of Paris, AZ 38a, s.v. אהלאמא דסוי. For Mordecai, see Mordekhai, AZ sec. 830. (On reheating the oven several times a day, see Malouin, Descriptions, p. 248.) For the radical position that Jewish assistance is effective up to eight days, see Piscei Rabbenu Yehiel mi-Paris, sec. 4; R. Moses of Zurich, Semag mi-Zurikh, p. 347. In the later codes, this position becomes standard. See 'Issur ve-Heter he-'Arokh, 44:10; Maharil (Crimona), p. 103a (Warsaw ed. p. 77a).
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